
 
 

In this new ESG-focused era of business, successful organizations need 

more than just operational excellence. 76% of customers believe it is no 

longer acceptable for companies to solely make money. Companies must 

thrive and grow while simultaneously solving some of the world’s most 

pressing challenges. 

The correct ESG/sustainability operations (efficiency):  

Being proactive in reporting can also help businesses stay ahead of 

regulatory changes, enhance their reputation, and avoid potential waste 

when adjusting their products or services in response to market changes.  

The correct ESG/sustainability direction (effectiveness):  

Integrating ESG reporting and organizational renewal can help align 

ESG/sustainability priorities with both investors and customers, helping 

push a company towards a more sustainable business model. The reasons 

that so many customers and investors are working towards the goal of 

sustainability are beyond numerous. 

Companies must now align their growth needs while also focusing on wider 

social and environmental aspirations. Looking inward for alignment insights 

is not always comfortable, but it is the crucial first step to adding value to 

your customers’ experience.  

 

 

 
Get a token for a free trial (individual edition) contact us at align@societynext.org   

The first step to creating alignment and knowing where you’re heading is knowing where you stand right now. 

This 5-10 mins Self-Assessment (Direction with Future-Gen Check) combines our Sustainability Preferences of 

Future-Gen Customers Research with your unique input to compute an immediate result (an alignment index, 

on a 1-5 scale). This tool offers a simple way to check your company’s ESG/Sustainability alignment and test 

your potential strategy before fully committing to it.  

Companies’ efforts towards sustainability-linked value creation can help them connect with like-minded 

customers, and a visible commitment to ESG/ Sustainability can become an integral part of a companies’ social 

endorsement. Customer or investor segmentation that incorporates sustainability can enhance ESG alignment 

too. 

The Strategic ESG Alignment’s ESG and Sustainability Categories Priority Mapping and Vital Few 8 Execution 

Factors Identification (corporate edition) show how a company’s ESG Goodwill can be shaped by the 17 

sustainability categories. These programs can help you: 

• Discover ways to thrive as a sustainable business 

• Future-proof your decision-making in an uncertain world 

• Create a strategy that attracts like-minded customers 

To explore the Strategic ESG Alignment further (corporate edition or in-house training) or our wider purpose, 

please visit http://ESGalignment.com / http://align.do or contact us at align@societynext.org   

HOW TO ADDRESS  

ESG MIS-ALIGNMENT 

Executive Summary of Strategic ESG Alignment 

If mis-alignment in execution which is in-efficiency 

but in direction which is in-effectiveness of company! 
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